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About This Game

Set in the fantasy land of Notthatmuchfurther, Talent Not Included tells the story of three monsters: Zordok, Derp, and Kevin,
all three huge fans of slaughter, bloodbaths, and Shakespeare.

One night, as they were bored out of their minds, they decided to put on their own play. Unfortunately, nothing went as
planned…

That’s mostly because Zot, a demonic critic hired for the occasion, chose three mediocre actors with strong personalities, hoping
to sow hell on stage for his own and the public’s amusement.

Break a leg! As you will be playing these actors in hopes of making a nice profit out of your marvelous performance!
Come on! Show's this way!

WHY YOU SHOULD TRY IT OUT
• Theatrical setting

• Absurd humor
• Cylinder-based platforms

• Combat galore
• Local co-op
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Hats off to Farsight. They managed to take their excellent pinball simulation and wrap it up in an interface that is somehow even
worse than the abysmal front end they have for The Pinball Arcade. It's also more unstable and the lighting on the tables defaults
to a horribly over exposed look.
Still, once you manage to navigate your way through a menu created by some alien life form not used to the expectations of the
average human and get the lighting setup to your liking, you will be able to play some excellent reproductions of real life Stern
pinball tables. Like Pinball Arcade once you get to actually playing the tables, everything is great. You'll just have to wade
through what may just be the most un-intuitive menu conceived in the modern era and maybe a few crashes to desktop a long
the way.
I'm not a big fan of Stern tables, though people seem to really like the AC\/DC table. You aren't able to try out tables you
haven't bought as you can in Pinball Arcade. The free table, Frankenstein is quite good though and this game is worth
downloading to play it.
If only Farsight could sort out their QA I could happily recommend this. Hopefully they get that sorted at some point.. It's not
that I dont recommend this game--it's just that I don't recommend this game right now. This game has a lot to offer, with its
main selling point being the freedom with which you can slice objects and enemies. However, the fact of the matter is that right
now, the combat just....isn't as clean as I would have hoped.

Force isn't required to slice through objects, at least not much. A smooth verticle or horizontal motion can achieve the same
effect as a rapid motion, and often to better results. I think this is a problem. It doesn't feel like there's any impact between my
sword and the things I'm cutting through. I would equate the experience as similar to hitting air, much like combat in vanilla
Skyrim. I discovered that as of right now, you can only slice through an enemy so many times--as opposed to a standard object
like a desk, which can be sliced what seems to be infinite times--and that more often than not, I end up somehow knocking an
enemy out swinging my arms willy-nilly without so much as making a single cut in them.

Throwing objects is also kind of wonky, as is pulling objects to you, which I find is crucial for taking out white enemies. It's
troublesome when I can't successfully pull a gun from the ground into my hand, locking the gun mid-air instead of equipping it.
Often in battle, doing so accurately and swiftly is the difference between life and death, and the unreliablilty of your force-pull
can get frustrating, especially in long wave-battles. You are also able to deflect bullets, but deflecting bullets is difficult enough
without even trying to deflect them back into your enemies.

I wish I could say I enjoyed all 25 levels of this game, but that simply isn't the case. Thus far, it's a 25-level demo of rinse-and-
repeat combat that, admitedly...still needs further testing.. Instantly addictive and great for game nights.. Wow this is terrible. I
am such a huge Neil Gaiman fan that even when I read other reviews marking this as terrible I bought it anyway. I'm not sure
what happened here. How did they make such an insufferable game? I made it through exactly 17 painful minutes of repeatedly
clicking on the same highlighted ghostable items in a room listening to the same annoying sound effects over and over in order
to slowly fill up a scare bar made of skulls so that it would beat that level before utterly giving up on this game. I wish steam had
a refund policy. This could have been a sandwich or a terry pratchett novel. I wasted this $10. Don't do like I did. You could just
open a screenshot of the game, put on a halloween music playlist, and click on one spot of the image for 10 minutes and imagine
yourself to have beat that level instead of playing this game. It would be as interesting and less annoying.. Fast paced, fun racing
type game. Id recommend a controler for those with any type of hand issues. Nice game for kids.... Very cute re-sprite, nice to
mix things up from the traditional buildings. Because $2 is a bit expensive for what you get, I'd only recommend buying it if you
have some spare change in your Steam Wallet, and you use Banana Farms every game (which you should).. My favourite game
of all time. Since upgrading to Win 10 in 2017, I haven't been able to get this game to work.

To get it to work...
I disabled the start video, got the 1.1b widescreen patch. It works whether I have the compatibility mode set to XP or Win 7. I
use Hamachi to emulate a LAN connection for multiplayer.
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It totally works for me, we had a wildly stable game for 4+ hours in March of 2019. It might take some finangling, but this is a
great game, and it CAN work. If steam let me I would still keep 3 copies of it in my inventory.

As for gameplay: Patrician 3 is the best, most rounded, economic simulator there is. More than 20 commodities are produced at
high or low production in 10+ towns. Each town produces some commodities well, and some poorly, but all towns demand all
goods.

Your ships are able to trade along routes to move the products, and the captain of each convoy is able to follow your instructions
to buy or sell, and take from or deposit in the warehouse.. This was a very fun game, the campaign was neat (but short!) and the
game is simple to get the hang of but actually has some layers of tactics.

However, there is one big flaw: The AI is too easy. After playing the campaign, which wasn't terribly difficult, I attemped
skirmish against two Medium AI's and completely wiped the floor with them. Then I tried against two Expert AI and did the
same thing - the AI just kept sending single ship attacks for the most part.

 I very much enjoyed the few hours I spent in this game, but as of now there is nothing left for me. The online part is empty, it
said there were five players but I couldn't see a game and nobody joined my game for a half hr (I expected it to be at least
somewhat populated since it is in the Humble Bundle currently). The Skirmishes are too easy. The campaign doesn't offer that
much replayability, the few optional objectives are mostly just "don't lose more than X ships" or "complete mission in under X
minutes" which isn't really my thing.

Had I paid $10, I might have been disappointed that I only got a few hours out of the game. At $3, I am more than happy with
the money I spent on it. If there was more to do in the game (longer campaign, map editor, more difficult AI, etc) I'd pay $10.

It is currently in HumbleBundle and Steam sale for $3 or less, and at that price: BUY IT! :). Tried too many times to make this
work in LAN multiplayer. Doesn't work. Shouldn't be hard as ALL my other Steam games work perfectly, but this one just
doesn't let us join each other's session, even with the integrated STEAM invite. I stopped trying, my buddies stopped trying.. 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/kgjxonzOxp0

As a huge fan of the Space Combat Sim Genre, I had high hopes for this game and seeing where this game took it's inspiration
from I admit I allowed myself to get a bit excited. However, what I was forced to endure for my First Impressions review
quickly dispelled any vestige of hope or excitement.

The options menus are a broken mess, some even requiring a loading screen? Also there is no menu for audio adjustments and
the buttons to select an inverted Y axis do not seem to function at all. Also, in spite of the Developer's claim for HOTAS
support, the game refused to recognize my joystick and only allowed me to use the controller... where I'm sorry but right stick
for maneuvering and left stick for throttle? To me that seems exceptionally backwards.

The game itself is buggy and tedious. It requires you to slog through the tutorial missions before it will even unlock the
campaign. Once you finally get there, IF you manage to get the campaign to load, you will be met with more tedium and broken
missions.

There is a good game here, but it is buried under layers of inadequate controls, menus, and bugs both game breaking and non.
Do not buy until the game is HEAVILY patched. See my First Impressions Review above for more information.
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A garbage borning minigame. I liked the game very much back in the day it was released so I bought 2 copies on Steam since
the game seems to have LAN multiplayer to play with my friend. We used Hamachi and wanted to play... but apparently LAN
dosent work in this game as we didnt see each other in LAN game list. Suffice to say I wasted money on this and I cannot
recommend it, seeing how they managed to broke such a simple thing as LAN functionality in a game whose normal boxed
version has normal working LAN MP

if you are looking for multiplayer experience here then stay away. There is none. its my favorite game tho...
i give down thumb coz cant do co-op/MP with my friend...
trying many ways even using hamachi, still cant do.. Cute little game, with delightful animation. Very little reading required. A
few more QTEs than I would've liked at the beginning, and several time critical puzzles that didn't have enough time (one in
particular felt almost like something out of Dragon's Lair), but aside from that there really weren't any complaints. I definitely
enjoyed it more than the dev's previous game.

If anyone's looking for a game to play with a young daughter, I'm not sure you could do better.. Real fun game, took a little
under 5 hours to complete, including times I had to restart due to bugs. Game is action packed and it's under $3 so nothing to
really complain. Not much in the way of replay value at the moment, but i'm excited to see what comes next. Hopefully more
varied maps and a siege system of some sort.
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